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Our Story: How we came to do this work…

Who’s in the Room?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aspiring Instructional Coaches
Current Instructional Coaches
Campus Administrators
District Administrators
Coach Advocates
Assessment and Evaluation
Teams

Outcomes for our work together:
• Examine the difference between the activities of coaching and the
impact of coaching
• Draft a purpose statement for instructional coaching

• Create system-specific descriptions of the roles of coaches
• Develop statements of expected outcomes and consider levels of
current implementation
• Take home a process for developing an implementation
and impact matrix

Reflect on your own experience:
How successfully do
you balance
immediate, pressing
matters with long
term growth goals—
your own goals and
those of your campus,
district, or team?
commons.wikimedia

How are coaches spending or allocating their time?

What's the difference between the activity of
coaching and the impact of coaching?
How would you recognize the difference?

feedonhim.com

As you review the presented calendars:
Note:

Consider:

How consistently are coaches working
with the same individual or team?

Based upon what you see here--

What activities are the coaches
primarily engaging in?
What evidence of coaching impact do
you see being planned for and
developed?

What will be the long-term, sustained
benefit of the coaches’ work?

Will this work likely lead to
independence and accountability or to
dependency?

What questions or wonderings come to mind as you review these calendar artifacts?

Research has shown that “increasing the effectiveness of
classroom practice is best accomplished through support during
situational problem solving in complex, evolving contexts.”
Stoelinga and Mangin

Sustainability and Impact on the Program
Most coaches experience a strong drop in
self-efficacy when they move into the role of
instructional coach.

This is exacerbated by the feeling that they
are on a continual treadmill of activities
without evidence of impact.

Results—coaches can burn out and either
leave the position or become less invested
in the relationships and the outcomes of
their work.

The work of
coaches

The systemic
impact you
wish to see

Backwards Design for Impact

Why do you have instructional coaches on your
campus/ in your district?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Helping teachers
Working with teachers in need of improvement
Having reliable teacher leaders to depend upon when needed
Having a voice for curriculum coordinators or other
district initiatives on campus
Ensuring fidelity of implementation for new systems, models, or curriculum
Advocating for teachers
Long-term professional growth for all staff members
Supporting cycles of continuous improvement

Taking the Lead by Joellen Killion and Cindy Harrison
define coaching as “a professional learning and
school improvement function.” And they state
“coaching is a strategy for strengthening teaching
and student learning and for building a culture of
collaboration and transparency within a school…”;

but they warn, “Many coaching programs in
elementary and secondary education are
insufficiently defined to clarify the coaching
framework that best meets the identified goals
of the coaching program.”

Consider…

If you are not intentionally developing a
system that explicitly builds on a
defined purpose, roles, and desired
outcomes,

you are, by default, ending up with a fix
it model of coaching.

Purpose Statement for Instructional
Coaching in CCISD:
The purpose of instructional coaching in CCISD is to partner with
teachers for personalized professional learning and to
facilitate teacher self-reflection of instructional practice designed to
increase student learning. Coaches are a catalyst for change. In a
partnership role, coaches seek to engage colleagues in change by
speaking honestly, through reflection and self-assessment. The
coach’s role is to support teachers’ growth towards the principal’s
expectation of teaching and learning as outlined by our district.
Developed by the CCISD Coaching Advisory Committee, 2015; revised 2017
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Your Turn!
Draft a statement that clarifies the
purpose for instructional coaching.

The CCISD Coaching Model
Instructional coaches support job embedded professional learning by extending the instructional
leadership of principals throughout the campus learning community and into core content
classrooms.
• Fosters collaborative partnerships between instructional coaches and teachers, focused on
improving the teaching / learning connection.
• The coaches’ focus is always on helping teachers leverage their professional expertise and
experience to design increasingly inclusive and effective instruction.
• Coaches support delivery of these well-designed lessons through modeling and co-teaching with
teachers,
• Subsequent reflective conversations assist teachers in fully appreciating the impact of their
instructional designs and delivery, thereby...

helping teachers create meaningful and lasting professional growth, leading to improve student
achievement.
Presented to the CCISD Board of Trustees, April 2017

Resource
provider

From the Purpose and the
Model come the roles that
coaches will play…

Mentor

Data coach

School
Leader

Instructional
specialist

Curriculum
specialist

Learning
facilitator

“Differences …in coaching are determined by the purpose and
goals of the coaching program, the framework or approach to
coaching, who does the coaching, or the content of the
coaching.”

Catalyst
for change

Killion & Harrison, p. 7

Classroom
supporter

Learner

Coaching Roles in CCISD, Our Definitions
Role

Taking the Lead Definition

CCISD Definition

Change
Catalyst

Perturbs the current state to examine
effects and alternatives to expand and
refine practice

To create a sense of safety in which cognitive
dissonance, inquiry, and reflection can foster
professional growth and refinement of teaching
practice.

Classroom
Supporter

Increases the quality and effectiveness of
classroom instruction for high levels of
learning for all students

To support delivery of standards-based teaching
that is responsive to evolving student needs.

Data Coach

Supports teachers in analyzing,
To facilitate an awareness of the variety of data that
interpreting, and using a variety of data to
can be collected and a deeper understanding of the
improve decision making, performance,
role data plays in assessing student needs and the
and results at the classroom and school
impact of our teaching
level

Your Turn!
o Look over the definitions of the 10 roles of coaches, as presented in Taking the
Lead, 2nd ed.
o Choose 2 or 3 that are most important to creating the impact you desire.
o Revise the statement to more fully describe the way in which coaches will
execute this role.
o List your role and definition on chart paper. Post on the wall for a gallery walk.
Suggestions:
Choose roles that address the root causes of the change you want
to foster
Pay particular attention to the verbs used—they describe the type
of interaction you want to take place (support vs. create; do vs.
collaborate

Impact
Goals

Purpose

Roles

Impact Goals

Implementation
and
Impact

Desired
Observations

Levels of
Implementation

Instructional Coaching
Impact Matrix

Lifting Level of Instruction During Collaborative Planning

Partners with Teachers to Address Specific Student Learning
Need

6
Performance
Standards
for the
Instructional
Coaching
Program

Engages Teachers in Reflective Conversations to Foster
Awareness of the Teaching-Learning Connection

Alignment of Goals (Campus to Classroom Goals)

Alignment of Curriculum, Instruction, & Assessment

Expand Teachers Use of Various Types of Data

Expand Teachers Use of Various Types of Data
Teachers methodically utilize multiple forms of data (qualitative and
quantitative) as diagnostic information about both teaching and
learning. Teachers look across multiple data sources and beyond the level
of aggregate measures of success and struggle to uncover root causes,
patterns, and trends for classes and for individual students. The resulting
understandings are utilized in a timely manner to adjust classroom
instruction or to engage in cycles of continuous professional
learning. Learning targets, learning progressions, performance standards,
and / or the TEKS are used as the criteria for all data discussions.

Optimizing (Sustainable) level

Expand Teachers Use of Various Types of Data
Data is inconsistently collected or cannot be
utilized in discussions of teaching
effectiveness due to a lack of congruent or
shared data.

Emerging level

Choose one standard of the matrix and consider:
• At the Optimizing or Sustainable Level—What is the vision that drives
this desired observation?
• How does the Optimizing level represent sustainability? What is the
role of the coach at this level?
• What was the baseline situation?
• What developments do the intermediate levels represent? What role
would coaches play in developing this growth?
• How does this standard relate to the 10 roles of coaches in CCISD?

Your Turn!
Draft an optimizing statement, starting with the desired observation you
would like to make. This statement represents an attainable professional
growth goal for your campus or for your teachers.

Draft a statement describing the current situation.
Draft one to two intermediate implementation stages that would show
growth towards your goal. Pay particular attention to the verbs that
describe how coaches will support this growth. Utilize one or two of the 10
roles of coaches to inform your thinking about how coaches foster this
growth.

Gallery Walk
• Leave your work visible on your table
• Take post notes for comments you’d like
to leave on other’s work
• Walk around and gather ideas

What are your Velcro
from today’s work?
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Thank You

